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	Results matter, whether you are a mathematician, scientist, or engineer. The time that you spend doing tedious mathematical calculations could be spent in more productive ways. Sage is an open-source mathematical software system that helps you perform many mathematical tasks. There is no reason to compute integrals or perform algebraic manipulations by hand when software can perform these tasks more quickly and accurately (unless you are a student who is learning these procedures for the first time). Students can also benefit from mathematical software. The ability to plot functions and manipulate symbolic expressions easily can improve your understanding of mathematical concepts. Likewise, it is largely unnecessary to write your own routines for numerical mathematics in low-level languages such as FORTRAN or C++. Mathematical software systems like Sage have highly optimized functions that implement common numerical operations like integration, solving ordinary differential equations, and solving systems of equations.


	Sage is a collection of nearly 100 mathematical software packages, which are listed at http://www.sagemath.org/links-components.html. When possible, existing tools are integrated into Sage, rather than duplicating their functionality. The entire collection of tools can be downloaded and installed as a binary distribution or compiled from source code. The Python language provides a unified interface to all of the packages. Python is a high-level, interpreted, object-oriented programming language that is already well established in the research community. Users can interact with Sage through an interactive command-line interface or a graphical notebook interface. Sage can also be used as a Python library or embedded in LaTeX documents. Sage is "officially" available for recent versions of OS X, Linux, Solaris, and Open Solaris. It runs on Windows with the help of a virtual machine and it can be used on other platforms, with varying degrees of support. A current list of all the available platforms can be found at http://wiki.sagemath.org/SupportedPlatforms.
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Windows XP for Starters: Exactly What You Need to Get Started (Missing Manual)Pogue Press, 2005
Windows XP powers millions of PCs and is without a doubt the most widely used operating system in the world today. This rock solid operating system offers dozens of features for consumers, plus powerful applications and integrated networking tools all blended into an elegant interface. But working your way through all of these...
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Designing Menus with Encore DVDCMP Books, 2004
Create great looking, functional menus with Encore DVD 1.5. This full-color book offers an insider's tour of the application - and your guide is the designer himself! You get all the essentials, including a concise description of the relevant DVD specifications and real-world tutorial projects that demonstrate how you can:
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Fundamentals of Electric CircuitsMcGraw-Hill, 2008

	You may be wondering why we chose a photo of astronauts working
	in space on the Space Station for the cover. We actually chose it for
	several reasons. Obviously, it is very exciting; in fact, space represents
	the most exciting frontier for the entire world! In addition, much of the
	station itself consists of all kinds of circuits! One...
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Dynamic Programming for Impulse Feedback and Fast Controls: The Linear Systems Case (Lecture Notes in Control and Information Sciences)Springer, 2019

	Dynamic Programming for Impulse Feedback and Fast Controls offers a description of feedback control in the class of impulsive inputs. This book deals with the problem of closed-loop impulse control based on generalization of dynamic programming techniques in the form of variational inequalities of the...
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Mechanisms of Implicit Learning: Connectionist Models of Sequence ProcessingA Bradford Book, 1993

	What do people learn when they do not know that they are learning? Until recently all of the work in the area of implicit learning focused on empirical questions and methods. In this book, Axel Cleeremans explores unintentional learning from an information-processing perspective. He introduces a theoretical framework that unifies existing...
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100 SOA Questions: Asked and AnsweredPrentice Hall, 2010

	100 SOA Questions brings together authoritative answers to the most crucial questions business, technical, and architectural decision-makers ask about SOA. It draws on the immense experience of two SOA experts who’ve participated in more than 100 SOA projects in the roles of architect, designer,...
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